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TITAN Super Quads for Europe’s largest ever Dolphin show

Overview: Dolfinarium

The Beambrothers, Digital Projection’s official partner in the Netherlands, installed 2 Titan Super Quad SX+ projectors and 1 Titan Quad HD1080p projector for the new dolphin show “Aqua Bella” in the Dutch seaworld Dolfinarium.

The 20,000 lumen Super Quads were teamed with a 7th sense Delta media player to project high resolution content on to a whale tail shaped screen consisting of 7 separate surfaces, as well as a water screen.

The show launched with a glittering premiere party in late May, hosted by Dutch television star Robbert ten Brink. Spectacular acrobatics by the dolphins were complimented by the stunning projection mapping, brought to life by the unmatched color range of the Titan series projectors. It was a night to remember for all the guests.

After a technically challenging install that included flying the projectors high above the indoor dolphin pool, the high profile show runs twice a day, 7 days every week.

Feedback from the Client

Edwin Zeegers, one of Beambrothers’ Managing Directors said “we have years of experience working with projectors on large scale installations and the direct line to Digital Projection’s engineers solutions to technical difficulties is never far away. Their level of service is unmatched in the business, something that still needs to be achieved by other leading High-End projector brands.”

TITAN sx+ Quad 2000-3D

Key Features:

- 20,000 lumens
- Small, light, bright and quiet chassis
- SX+, 1080p and WUXGA resolutions
- Long life, power efficient HID lamps
- Built in Warp & Edge Blend
- Factory calibrated color with enhanced 7 Point (P7) Color System
- Rugged and versatile for fixed or mobile installation